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About This Content

This first add-on pack puts an intense focus on BioShock Infinite® combat. Combine weapons, Vigors, Gear, Tears and Sky-
Lines in ways you never thought possible as you square off against impossible odds. This pack features 60 challenges in 4 brand-
new maps. Complete Blue Ribbon Challenges and unlock concept art, Voxophones, Kinetoscopes, and more in The Columbian

Archeological Society.

Please note: Add-on Content, BioShock Infinite required to play. This content IS part of the BioShock Infinite Season Pass
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Service Pack 2 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 DUO 2.4 GHz / AMD Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX10 Compatible ATI Radeon HD 3870 / NVIDIA 8800 GT / Intel HD 3000 Integrated Graphics

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Download Size: 5.64 GB
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The developers went back to their roots and made an excellent game. No linear story line like Absolution! Just amazing maps
and objectives! This Hitman game stands out from the rest. It gives you so many possibilities to assassinate your targets. Far
more than previous games from the franchise. It will continually challenge you to find another way. I'm only on the second
mission and haven't left it for hours with all the content that is available such as the escalation missions. Definitely give the free
trial a try and buy it if you like it!. I really enjoy playing this game with my friends, sometimes its intense and very fun. Only
thing i think this game needs is more maps, or map editor where other players can make their own maps and play them with
their friends .. Good linear game if you like that . A few side quests , easy to play , easy to figure out .. Some people like RTS
Games, some like the roguelike feel to the previos game, Harbinger. For me, this title combines the feels of both types. And i
love it a lot. Whether it was Bugbyte who made this game or if it were to be somebody else, i was looking forward to playing
this game for myself. And i absolutely do NOT regret waiting.. Visually heavily outdated and especially cinematics are ugly as
hell. No voice acting and map is useless. On plus side atmosphere is little darker and not all that fairy tale like in most hog
games, health bar is nice addition but doesn't really change that much. If you are ok with visuals it can be okish but nothing
special and there are many,many better games to chose instead this one.. Amazing spatial puzzle game! Money well spent :)

Highly recommended!!!. Anyone still play this?
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I didn' like it.

ZD 1 was left unpolished but i've decided to give it another chance by buying ZD 2.

Waste of money, tons of basical bugs and glitches.

Definely, not playable by now.. This game has many pros and cons as it is still in development... but seeing as that is the case it
is reasonable to say this game is pretty good. Few bugs here and there which is usually solved by a quick save, quit and load. For
those who struggle in the game they may have expanded too fast or not considered the farms and medicinal huts.

Pros:
Simple quick game
Can guide survivors with tool (Aura)
Buildings are upgradable
Pretty realistic where tools break clothes wear out etc.

Cons:
Somewhat buggy (usually fixed by save quit then load)
Pinball survivors (bounce around interacting with the things they come into contact with)
Help button is a bit small i didn't notice until i got most of the games concepts

Keeping in mind it is still in development i believe this game has a bright future. Only versus mode is fine. You can play this
game against a friend on same keyboard in split screen. I didn't like other modes. The game doesn't support multiplayer.. AR-K
The Great Escape is the third installment in the AR-K series of point and click adventure games. It's a bit disappointing that the
dev felt the need to switch to individual installments purchased separately rather than the episodic format of the first two games,
but this game is an improvement in almost every aspect over the other two. To be honest, you could probably skip the first two
episodes without much trouble and drop right in at The Great Escape and still have a great experience.

The story overall was interesting and had much more of a sense of direction to it. The story that the game is telling is nothing
new in the sci-fi genre, but it's told well. Most of the characters are interesting and fun, and Alicia (the protagonist) is fleshing
out to become a more likable character.

Voice acting is mostly great, all actors deliver their lines with believable emotion. However, the actors could have used a bit
more direction in terms of pronouncing names and made-up terms correctly (the name of Franky's species comes to mind) so
that the world feels a little more real. Additionally, the humour sometimes gets a little too self-referential (the conversation with
the little girl about "female characters", the guy who tells you to "wait for Chapter Four") and there was one kind of unnecessary
joke where the punch line is a male character disguising himself as a woman that might bother some people.

I enjoyed most of the puzzles a lot, particularly a great logic puzzle near the end (however the text in this puzzle could use a
little native speaker proofreading). Most of the time I felt like I knew what I was doing and why, which is really all I ask.. Yuo
can bringingz yuor plungerz this is gam is very funnings. It's a fun enough game. Was a bit short. I would wait for it to go on sale
before purchasing though.. Another Awesome Entry into the 8-Bit Series, this time with a sci-fi twist.

Pros:
Games are cross-compatible
Conquer the Multiverse Mode
Titans
Cheap
Easy to pick up
New Factions have an incredibly unique feel

Cons:
I had to stop playing to write this review. This is the most diabolical idea for a game I've ever encountered. I want these hours
back. Then again, I don't. I love you, FreeCell Quest. Never speak to me again. We're not good for one another.. Hello to the
guys who watch the reviews, I bought this game for a price that fully corresponds to quality, in this game we dive into a strategy
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that captures all your time, in short, the game is very interesting
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